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The ideal, the ideal, what’s my ideals

I don’t need some pinup doll wearing a pair of pink high heals

I’m not shallow, I don’t just care about looks

I want girl who can really hit the books

I’m in no rush I can wait,

Oh and if she was a liberal that would be great

Now I’m not picky, I’m not asking for you to be sympathetic

I just want a sane girl who’s not some religious fanatic

Perhaps a girl with existentialist views

And maybe by culture she could be a Jew

Now I know what you’re thinking my standards are too high

But at least I’m not some desperate guy

I don’t need to drink and take narcotics, that’s not my propriety

Trust me I am much better off when I maintain my sobriety

Why do you always go for that Abercrombie & Finch wearing jerk

I’m the one that put in all of the hard work

And can’t I just find a girl who has a big heart

One that will love me and laugh when I fart

Is it so much to ask to have a woman to sit on her fanny

And grow old watching movies with me until she turns into a granny

Can’t I find a girl who likes theater, but is not melodramatic

This concept I have to be emphatic

And why does the nicest guy always get the short end

Always with the cliché lines, and we end up as the friend

I know I’ll find that girl who can actually be frugal

But hopefully I won’t have to search for her on Google

P.S. there is no such thing as soul mate

Forget what you heard and forget fate

If you like me and I like you

Then why don’t you just be honest and true

Quit with the Degrassi-like romantic game

These juvenile actions are really kind of lame

Now that I’ve vented I guess I will just deal

But oh how I wish for my true ideal.


